
Tara Shiningstar
Since my earliest memories I have been connected and walking with 

the Divine each and every breath. Aided by my team of Master Guides, 
bringing Infinite Source energy thru during our now time connection. 
In gratefulness and gratitude  I honor our connection however I may 

serve.

-Soul Memory Discovery 
-Sivananda Yoga 
-Reiki with Gemstones, Essential
  Oils & Flower Essences 
-John of God Crystal Bed & Casa de 
dom Inacio Guide 
-Omni-denominational Minister/  
Universal Cosara Temples

Wedding Celebrant, Baptisms,  
End of Life Celebrations & Spiritual Process

John of God Crystal Bed
I journeyed to Abadiania, Brazil in 2004 for the first time and 
have received numerous physical healings and an upliftment 
of Spiritual energy. In 2007 I was blessed with a Crystal Bed 
from the Casa de dom Inacio and became a Guide in 2014. The 
next healing journey to the Casa to be with John of God will be 
February 24- March 10th, 2019. Reserve your room now 
with a deposit of $500.00
 
John of God Crystal Therapy can...
*Harmonize chakras and subtle energy bodies 
*Re-balance frequencies in electromagnetic field 
*Trigger healing processes in the psyche and body 
*Rejuvenate physical systems for improved functions 
*Stimulate development of Spiritual awareness 
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Reiki with Gemstones,  Essential Oils and Flower 
Essences
Reiki is a Japanese technique for stress reduction and relaxation 
that also promotes healing. The word Reiki is made up of two 
Japanese words - Rei which means “God’s Wisdom or Higher 
Power” and Ki which is “life force energy”. So Reiki is actually 
“spiritually guided life force energy”.
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Sivananda Yoga
Serve, Love, Give, Purify, Mediatate, Realize  -Swami Sivananda

Health is Wealth. Peace of Mind is Happiness. Yoga shows the 
Way  -Swami Vishnu Devananda

Soul Memory Discovery
Do You... 
...feel stuck in old unproductive patterns? 
...have low energy levels and trouble concentrating? 
...ever feel like you don’t really belong here? 
...find that you have less in life than you want? 
...wonder what your purpose is here on earth? 
...want to develop you inherent gifts? 
...long to connect with your Higher Self? 
 
What is Soul Memory Discovery?
Your body cells hold memories of everything 
you have ever experienced. Your soul also carries 
memories of all your experiences. Sometimes, these 
memories create negative and limiting beliefs which 
manifest in your life, causing you pain and distress.
 
Soul Memory Discovery enable you to...
1. Access the memories held by your body cells 
2. Access the unlimited memories held by your soul. 
3. Identify the sources of your emotional, physical 
and spiritual pain. 
4. Release those memory sources through a simple 
healing process. 
5. And replace them with new, expanded beliefs, 
which immediately begin to manifest positively in 
your life.
 
With Soul Memory Discovery you can begin to 
heal...
*Interpersonal Relationships 
*Destructive Life Patterns 
*Physical Ailments and Imbalances 
*Dissatisfaction with Work 
*Past Life Experiences 
*Spirit Attachments 
*Money Issues 
*Spiritual Alienation 
 
With Soul Memory Discovery you can begin to...
*Find your purpose in life 
*Live your life with meaning 
*Focus your energies 
*Honor you Self 
*Experience new joy and fulfillment
 

 
707-223-8803

shiningstarsanctuary.com

I am located in Shelter Cove and have space 
available to rent for overnight stays during sessions.


